The PyLiq1 Material
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The above command constructs a uniaxial p-y material that incorporates liquefaction effects. This p-y material is used with a zeroLength element to connect a pile (beam-column element) to a 2-D plane-strain FE mesh. The p-y material obtains the average mean effective stress (which decreases with increasing excess pore pressure) from two specified soil elements. Currently, the implementation requires that the specified soil elements consist of FluidSolidPorousMaterials in FourNodeQuad elements.

The arguments matTag, soilType, pult, y50, Cd, and c are the same as for the uniaxial material PySimple1. See the documentation for PySimple1 for input parameter descriptions. The argument pRes sets the minimum (or residual) peak resistance that the material retains as the adjacent solid soil elements liquefy. The arguments solidElem1 and solidElem2 are the eleTag (element numbers) for the two solid elements from which PyLiq1 will obtain mean effective stresses and excess pore pressures.

To model the effects of liquefaction with PyLiq1, it is necessary to use the material stage updating command:

```plaintext
updateMaterialStage  –material matNum  –stage sNum
```

where the argument matNum is the material number (for PyLiq1) and the argument sNum is the desired stage (valid values are 0 & 1). With sNum=0, the PyLiq1 behavior will be independent of any pore pressure in the specified solidElem’s. When updateMaterialStage first sets sNum=1, PyLiq1 will obtain the average mean effective stress in the two solidElem’s and treat it as the initial consolidation stress prior to undrained loading. Thereafter, the behavior of PyLiq1 will depend on the mean effective stresses (and hence excess pore pressures) in the solidElem’s. The default value of sNum is 0 (i.e., sNum=0 if updateMaterialStage is not called). Note that the updateMaterialStage command is used with some soil material models, and that sNum=0 generally corresponds to the application of gravity loads (e.g., elastic behavior with no excess pore pressure development) and sNum=1 generally corresponds to undrained loading (e.g., plastic behavior with excess pore pressure development).

The equations for PyLiq1 and a few examples of its cyclic loading response are given in an attached document.
Notes on changes to OpenSees that were required to implement PyLiq1.

- TclModelBuilder.cpp under OpenSees source files
  - pass theDomain (a pointer to the Domain) down to the PyLiq1 material as follows:
    - extern int TclModelBuilderUniaxialMaterialCommand(…, Domain *theDomain)
    - return TclModelBuilderUniaxialMaterialCommand(…, theTclDomain), where theTclDomain pointer was already equal to theDomain pointer.

- TclModelBuilderUniaxialMaterialCommand.cpp
  - #include <PyLiq1.h>
  - #include <domain.h>
  - int TclModelBuilderUniaxialMaterialCommand(…, Domain *theDomain)
  - Uniaxial * TclModelBuilder_addPyTzQzMaterial(…, Domain *theDomain)
  - theMaterial = TclModelBuilder_addPyTzQzMaterial(…, theDomain)

- TclPyTzQzMaterialCommand.cpp
  - #include <PyLiq1.h>
  - #include <domain.h>
  - Uniaxial * TclModelBuilder_addPyTzQzMaterial(…, Domain *theDomain)
  - loops to read in PyLiq1 parameters
  - pass "theDomain" pointer to the newMaterial as,
    - theMaterial=new PyLiq1(…, theDomain)

- TclUpdateMaterialStageCommand.cpp under the soilModel files
  - #include <PyLiq1.h>
  - add lines to recognize PyLiq1 tags, and then to call PyLiq1::updateParameter(…)

- FEM_ObjectBroker.cpp in actor files
  - #include <PyLiq1.h>
  - Case MAT_TAG_PyLiq1

- classTags.h in OpenSees files
  - #define MAT_TAG_PyLiq1 208

- PyLiq1 must be specified a “friend class” in:
  - fourNodeQuad.h
  - FluidSolidPorousMaterial.h

- Several changes required to the paths that affected projects use to search for header files.
  - PyLiq1 has to include headers for fourNodeQuad.h, UniaxialMaterial.h, Domain.h, FluidSolidPorousMaterial.h. This required the paths to these files be added to the material library project [Project settings, C/C++ tab, Project options] for both debug and release versions:
    - ...\src\element\fourNodeQuad
    - ...\src\material\nd\soil
    - ...\src\domain\domain

- Enable RTTI for the element, material, and domain projects using the Project->Settings->C/C++ tab ->C++Language category, for both debug and release versions. Need this because dynamic casting is used in PyLiq1 to make sure that valid solid elements were specified.
Appendix: Equations and Example Responses for the PyLiq1 Material

The PyLiq1 material inherits the PySimple1 material, and behaves identically to the PySimple1 material if there is no excess pore water pressure (i.e., sNum = 0). The constitutive equations for the PySimple1 material are given in separate documentation and not repeated here.

The PyLiq1 material modifies the p-y behavior in response to the average mean effective stress ($p'$), as affected by the excess pore water pressures, in two specified solid soil elements. The PyLiq1 material is used within a zeroLength element, and that zeroLength element generally shares a node with some solid soil elements (e.g., most commonly 1, 2, or 4 solid elements in a 2D mesh). Specifying two solid soil elements allows the PyLiq1 material to depend on pore pressures above and below its nodal position (essentially covering its full tributary length). The mean effective stress is affected by changes in mean total stress and excess pore pressure. For modeling purposes, an excess pore water pressure ratio is calculated as $r_u = 1 - p'/p'_c$, where $p'_c$ = mean effective consolidation stress prior to undrained loading. The average value of $r_u$ is obtained from the specified solid soil elements and used within PyLiq1. The constitutive response of PyLiq1 is then taken as the constitutive response of PySimple1 scaled in proportion to the mean effective stress within the specified solid soil elements. This means that the ultimate capacity ($p_{ult}$) and tangent modulus are scaled by a factor of $(1-r_u)$. Two additional constraints are then placed on the constitutive response. The first is that the scaled ultimate capacity cannot fall below the specified residual capacity of the material (i.e., $p_{Res}$). The second constraint applies to the situation where the mean effective stress in the adjacent solid soil elements is incrementally increasing [e.g., the pore pressures decrease as the soils are incrementally dilatant (phase transformation)]. In this “hardening” situation, the loading path from the p-y relation at time “$i$” to time “$i+1$” is bounded by the material’s elastic stiffness (i.e., the unload/reloading stiffness); e.g., the incremental loading path cannot be steeper than the elastic stiffness. Note that the above approach only provides a first-order approximation for the softening effects of liquefaction on p-y behavior.

Two simple examples of PyLiq1 behavior are presented in the following figures. In these examples, there is a single FourNodeQuad element containing a FluidSolidPorousMaterial with a PressureDependMultiYield soil material. This solid element is connected to an elastic pile via a single “p-y” element (i.e., a zeroLength element containing a PyLiq1 material). The solid element is an order of magnitude stiffer than the p-y element, and is subjected to transient cyclic simple shear loading.

In the first example (first Figure), the adjacent soil element is subjected to uniform cyclic loading that produces triggering of liquefaction ($r_u = 100\%$) in about 7 cycles. The cyclic shear stress ratio (CSR), excess pore water pressure ratio ($r_u$), and shear strain ($\gamma$) versus cycle number for the solid soil element are plotted on the left side of the Figure. The soil element experiences uniform cyclic deformations; e.g., lateral spreading does not develop because the horizontal cyclic loading has no static bias in either direction. The pile is set as relatively rigid. Two different cases are then presented for the p-y element response. In the first case, sNum=0 such that the p-y element is independent of changes in mean effective stress (or excess pore pressure) in the soil element. The resulting behavior is shown in the upper right-hand plot of the Figure. In the second case, sNum was set to 1 prior to cyclic loading, and the resulting behavior is dependent on
the excess pore pressure in the soil element (lower right-hand plot of the Figure). The p-y element exhibits the overall softening that is expected when the adjacent soil element liquefies, and also shows temporary stiffening (hardening) when the adjacent soil goes through phase transformation (with its associated drop in excess pore pressure). In these plots, the “p” is normalized by the pult for drained monotonic loading.

In the second example (second Figure), the adjacent soil element is subjected to a static shear load plus uniform cyclic loading such that triggering of liquefaction is accompanied by progressive lateral deformation in the direction of the static load bias (i.e., lateral spreading). Again, the left side of the Figure shows the CSR, r_u and γ versus cycle number for the solid soil element. sNum was set to 1 prior to cyclic loading such that the p-y behavior is dependent on the excess pore pressure in the soil element. The residual capacity (pRes) of the p-y material is 10% of the drained ultimate capacity. Two different cases are then presented. In the first case, the pile is set as relatively rigid. The resulting behavior is shown in the upper right-hand plot of the Figure. The peak “p” occurs just as triggering of liquefaction occurs in the soil element, and is about 0.49 times the drained monotonic capacity pult. Subsequent peaks in “p” drop a bit to about 0.46 times pult. In the second case, the pile has a finite elastic stiffness such that it’s peak elastic deflection in this example is equal in magnitude to about 10 times the y50 value for the p-y element. The resulting behavior is shown in the lower right-hand plot of the Figure. Again, the peak “p” occurs just as triggering of liquefaction occurs in the soil element, being about 0.18pult.
in this case. Subsequent peaks in “p” drop by about 20% to about 0.14p<sub>ult</sub>. The inclusion of pile flexibility reduced, by a factor of about 3, the peak values of “p” that developed in the p-y element as the soil progressively spread past the pile. During each cycle of loading, the soil element cyclically ratchets in the direction of the static load bias and alternates between being extremely soft (r<sub>u</sub> = 100%) and then stiffening when it goes through phase transformation (r<sub>u</sub> drops). As the soil stiffens, the p-y element gains strength, transferring load onto the pile and causing the pile to elastically deform in the direction of loading. Then when the soil is unloaded and r<sub>u</sub> becomes 100% again, the p-y element loses strength, unloading the pile and allowing the pile to elastically return closer to its undeformed position. In each cycle of loading and progressive spreading of the soil, the magnitude of “p” that develops against the pile depends on the pile’s flexibility relative to the displacement range over which the soil goes through phase transformation.

![Diagram of PyLiq1 behavior during liquefaction with lateral spreading.](image)

**FIG. Example of PyLiq1 behavior during liquefaction with lateral spreading.**